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The Lost Reindeer
Doug Hyde

The new collection from Doug Hyde has
been lovingly created by the artist over a
period of several years .
Including six beautiful collectable editions
and a fabulous new book combining fine
art and folk tale, it introduces us to a
whole new cast of irresistible characters we
have not seen before, yet we find ourselves
immediately among friends .
Come into the gallery to view a series of
beautiful original pastels which take us
further into the world of The Lost Reindeer.

Nature paints so many
breathtaking pictures…
…the artist can only be inspired.

How it all began …
Like many of us I am utterly captivated by the monochromatic beauty
of the Arctic Wilderness and for me, the inaccessibility only
adds to its aura of magic and mystery .
The overwhelming sense of history and legend, the unique landscape,
the extraordinary wildlife and the phenomenon of the Northern
Lights makes it one of nature’s greatest works of art.

miss you
Paper Edition of 195 • Size 16” x 11” • Framed £325

little and large
Paper Edition of 195 • Size 16” x 11” • Framed £325

fly me to the moon
Paper Edition of 195 • Size 16” x 11” • Framed £325

wonderland
Paper Edition of 195 • Size 16” x 11” • Framed £325

Deluxe Collectors Editions …
These luminous night time scenes have been exclusively created
as deluxe collector’s editions. Larger than the other pieces in the
collection, their desirability is increased by their
extremely low edition size of 75.
The pieces can stand alone or work beautifully as a statement pair.

lean on me
Paper Edition of 75 • Size 32” x 21” • Framed £795

first one up
Paper Edition of 75 • Size 32” x 21” • Framed £795

The Lost Reindeer
This beautifully presented collectors’
book, available as an open and a limited
edition, shows a selection of images from
the collection along with Doug’s thoughts
about their origin and what the collection
means to him personally .

collectors book - limited edition
Limited Edition Book of 495
Inclusive of one Limited Edition 10” x 8”
£145

It includes the artist’s take on the simple
story of one complete cycle of an Arctic day
seen through the eyes of a small reindeer
that has lost its way .
collectors book - open edition
£60

Although creating a story may seem
to be a new departure for Doug,
in some ways it is simply a natural
progression, as his pictures have
always had a story attached to them.

